Year 5

Week Beginning
Monday 20th April 2020
Hello Y5! First of all, I hope you are all safe and well. I am definitely missing all of your smiling faces!
In the next few weeks we will be finding out more about the Vikings.
We will also be applying everything you have learned so far in Y5 to some new tasks in writing and maths.
MATHEMATICS
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DAY

Can you compete the addition and subtraction tasks using the
written methods we have learned so far? For additon and
subtraction this will be the column method.

Can you complete the multiplication challenges? You will
need to use column multiplication.

Grammar and Punctuation
Complete the worksheet SPAG1 on editing and
improving your writing.

Comprehension

ICT – BBC Bitesize

Take a look at the comprehension text. It is a set of
instructions. Read it carefully and answer the questions.
This task will help with next weeks writing challenges!

Explore the BBC Bitesize website all about Vikings –
can you write down 5 important pieces of information
that you find,

Friday

Grammar and Punctuation.
Today’s task is all about division. You will need to use a
number line and use the bus stop method. I have included
some examples of both to remind you.

Topic – History
Can you take a look at the Curriculum Visions book,
Viking Invaders and Settlers. You could use it to help
you complete the Viking tasks sent home in your work
pack!

Can you complete SPAG2 on editing and improving your
writing? I have written a short paragraph based on a book
we read recently, but it needs improving!

Other Task
BBC iPlayer has a wonderful little series called Gudrun
the Viking Princess. These programmes give a short, but
useful insight into how the Vikings lived. Try and check
it out!

